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Creating a Math 
Model



Step 1: Identify 
the Problem

ØSet clear and simple goals
ØQuantification: Your model should achieve your goal by 

outputting a number or series of numbers

ØBreak down your goal into smaller components
ØBinary Skeleton: Categorize each component of your model 

into a positive (+) or negative (-) bank of variables
Ø Positive variables contribute towards a higher final output

Ø Negative variables contribute towards a lower final output

ØIterate
Ø Repeat the break down process until you have numerous simple components

Set simple, achievable goals.



Step 2: Collect 
Data and 
Model

ØGather data about each mini-component for your model.
ØUse reputable sources and past research

ØMap the data
ØUse graphing and statistics to read the story the data tells. 
ØUse basic mathematical functions to roughly outline the 

story
ØTune the functions to increase precision
ØTest the gathered data in each function and revise the 

function accordingly

Convey every little story. 



Step 3: 
Combine and 
Scale

ØCombine each function developed in Step 2
ØBe careful of addition vs. subtraction

ØScale
ØMake sure each component is on a similar magnitude so 

that no one component unintentionally has a stronger weight 
age in determining a final value than the others

ØOptional: Add weightage factors
Ø Add variables that are inputted by a user of your model in order to increase 

customizability of your model

Ø Only use in applicable cases such as cases where people are using your 
model to aid them in making a decision

Bring together each piece to 
construct the whole.



Step 4: Test

ØUse test data and example scenarios to test your model
ØUse a variety of scenarios to cover different potential 

situations
ØUse preexisting data to verify the accuracy and precision of 

your model

ØSensitivity Analysis
ØUse extremely skewed input data – oftentimes to the point of 

being unrealistic or unlikely to truly occur
ØThis will help examine the upper and lower limits of your 

model and determine the bounds for which your model 
works accurately

Verify your model for precision.



Step 5: Present 
and Share

ØPresent your model in a coherent and understandable 
way
ØExplain your reasoning
ØShow a logical train of thought
ØBe thorough
ØUse the test cases and example to demonstrate how your 

model works

ØShare your model

ØRevisit and revise your model when necessary

Spread the word.



Examples



Solar Sleuth: 
Determining 
the Ideal Solar 
Power Setup

Insert Image

With more and more homeowners 
switching to solar power, we 
created a model to find the best 
battery system for a solar panel 
system.



Step 1: 
Identifying the 
Problem

ØDetermining variables (for each battery system):
ØContinuous/instantaneous power of batteries (kWh)
ØUsable capacity (storage) of batteries (kWh)
ØEnergy produced by solar panels per time (kW)
ØLifetime (y)
ØPrice ($)
ØSurface area for storage (ft^2)

ØWe define a cost function with “good” terms being positive 
and “bad” terms being negative
ØAll forms of energy and storage are positive

Ø Need enough storage to power the house/store energy from solar panels

ØLonger lifetime is positive
ØPrice and surface area are negative

ØInput and output
ØThe homeowner will input the data about their home and solar 

panel system, and the battery system with the highest cost 
function is best and will be the output.



Step 2: 
Collecting 
Data and 
Modeling

ØWe simply created a table 
with the data from various 
battery systems; these are the 
only systems our model will 
assess, and more can be 
added later.

Battery Cost 
($)

Battery 
Type

Weight 
(lbs.)

Dimensions
(LxWxD inches)

Continuous 
Power Rating 
(kW)

Instantaneous 
Power Rating 
(kW)

Round-
Trip 
Efficiency 
(%)

Usable 
Capacity 
(kWh)

Lifetime
(Years)

Deka Solar 
8GCC2 6V 198

$368 SGLA 68 10.25x7.1x10.9 0.049 (20 hours)-
0.017 (100 hours)

0 80-85% 1.18 5

Trojan L-16 -
SPRE 6V 415

$492 FLA 118 11.7x6.9x17.6 0.19 (10 hours)-
0.023 (100 hours)

0 80-85% 2.5 5

Discover AES 
7.4 kWh

$6,478 LFP 192 18.5x13.3x14.7 6.65 14.4 (3 sec) >95% 7.4 20

Electric 
PowerPod 2

$13,000 LFP 346 27.5x50x9 7.6 9 (60 sec) 96.6% 10 15

Tesla 
Powerwall+

$8,500 NMC 343.9 62.8x29.7x6.3 7 10 (10 sec) 90% 13.5 10



Step 3: 
Combining 
and Scaling

ØOur final model is the cost function:
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ØThese more sophisticated terms arose from our earlier 
simpler assessments: 
ØThe first two correlate to energy, 
ØThe third is about surface area
ØThe last is about lifetime and battery cost

ØThe Greek letters correspond to weights; they help fix the 
issues with units, and in some cases, the owner can input 
their preferences.



Step 4: Testing

ØAverage American Household
ØBased off the input data from the average American 

household, the best battery system is the AES 7.4 kWh

ØOff-the-Grid House
ØFor an off-grid home, the best system was the AES 7.4 kWh 

as well

Extreme Situations:

ØSmall House/Less Money
ØFor a small house, the best system was the Tesla Powerwall+

Ø This battery has a high storage, so very few are needed for this home 
Ø The price will be lower, and it will take up less space. 

ØHuge House/Lots of Money
ØFor a large house, the best system was the Electric 

PowerPod 2+
Ø This battery is very expensive, but it has the best overall statistics



Step 5: 
Presenting and 
Sharing

ØApp and User Interface
ØSimple inputs for homeowner 
ØOutput gives best battery system/expenses

ØSuch an app can lead to more clean energy usage
ØThe complex world of self-reliant, clean energy would become 

much simpler



Tricky 
Kleptotrichy: 
Modeling Cryptic 
Bird Behavior
Some birds pluck hair from live 
animals to insulate their nests.  
But why do they take this 
unintuitive risk?

Black Crested Titmouse



Step 1: 
Identifying the 
Problem

ØDetermining Variables:
ØTemperature (C)
ØSources of hair (animals/km^2)
ØPredators (animals/km^2)
ØVegetation (Alternative sources; trees/km^2)
Ø Innate isulation

ØOur cost function for this case was much simpler. We 
defined 𝐶 = 𝐵 − 𝑅 where B is the benefits and R is the 
hinderances.
Ø If C>0 for a bird, then the bird can safely practice kleptotrichy
Ø If C<0, then the bird should not take the risk

ØPositives and Negatives
ØMore sources: +
ØMore predators: -
ØMore vegetation: -
ØMore innate insulation: -



Aside: The 
Temperature 
Differential 
Equation

ØIf we can find a “golden temperature” where birds pluck 
hair (𝑇!), we can define

𝑑𝐾
𝑑𝑇 = −𝑘 𝑇 − 𝑇!

ØThis K term is part of the B in our cost function

ØAs the temperature gets farther from the golden spot, 
the usefulness of insulation decreases

ØSolution with appropriate boundary conditions 
(insulation based on temperature of chicks 𝑇"):
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ØIn the cost function, this term will be positive with weight 
beta:

𝛽𝐾(𝑇)

Birds don’t build nests in extreme 
cold temperatures,  and they don’t 
need extra insulation in warmer 
temperatures. A differential 
equation can help us model this 
benefit term. 



Step 2: 
Collecting 
Data and 
Modeling

QUANTIFYING THE 
“GOODNESS” OF A 
SOURCE OF HAIR

QUANTIFYING THE 
DANGER OF A 

PREDATOR

DATA ABOUT ACTUAL 
BIRDS (INSPIRED OUR 
TEMPERATURE TERM) 



Hair Quality 
Index
Defined as 𝑞$ = 100𝑙𝑘

Where l is the length of the hair 
(m) and k is the closeness to black 
(tone on scale 0-1)

Common Sources of Hair for 
Kleptotrichy

Quality Index

Deer 37

Human 350

Squirrel 45

Raccoon 122

Opossum 76



Danger Index
Defined by 𝑝$ = 𝑛𝑚

where n is the number of 
attacking devices and m is the 
mass (kg)

Multiply by 10 if bird predator

Common Bird Predators Predator Danger Index

Skunk 152.32

Squirrel 45

Opposum 480

Raccoon 1690



Step 3: 
Combining 
and Scaling

ØOur final model is then:
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Ø Again, the complex terms arose from a simpler analysis:
ØThe positives terms are availability of sources and temperature
ØThe negative terms are alternative sources, predators, and innate 

insulation

ØThe weights were chosen to match our bird data (Excel 
document)



Step 4: Testing
ØThe Tufted Titmouse
ØLives in moderately dense forests
ØMany predators, but not very dangerous
ØMany sources of hair (deer)
ØLow innate insulation for chicks

ØResults:
ØWe got a C value greater than 0, and so the bird should 

practice kleptotrichy
ØThis prediction lines up with the birds’ actual behavior



Step 5: 
Presenting and 
Sharing

ØIn this instance, we made a YouTube video about the 
model

https://youtu.be/uY9nh9Y5Z2M

ØSome experts in this area gave us feedback about our 
model

https://youtu.be/uY9nh9Y5Z2M


Incorporation into 
Education



Our Experience 
with Mathematical 
Modeling

Competitions

Presentations

Society for Actuaries

Compete and Share.



Applicability 
for High 
Schoolers

ØIt’s never too late (or too early) to start math modeling

ØApplicable to numerous scientific and real-life scenarios

ØCan improve analytical thinking, decision making, and 
objective-approach thinking.

Modeling is for everyone.



A More Literate 
Public

ØPracticing math modeling from a young age can help 
prepare you for the future

ØMath modeling helps create a new generation better 
equipped for success 

Invest in our world’s future.



Technology



Modeling 
Technology

ØComputers and code expedite the math modeling 
process
ØThey enable a greater computational power
ØThey provide graphing opportunities

ØCommon Modeling Softwares:
ØPython
ØMATLAB

The future is here.



Thank You for Listening!
Adhvaith Sridhar and Bhanu Prakash Narra


